[Measurement of morphological parameters of internal acousticmeatus using thin-section CT].
Objective: This study aimed to measure the morphological parameters of the internal acoustic meatus(IAM) and its adjacent structures using temporal-bone thin-section CT(computed tomography). Methods: CT images were obtained from 50 Chinese adult patients (25 males and 25 females, 100 sides) which had no visible lesion in the petrous part of the temporal bone and inner ear, the morphological parameters of all inner ear parts were sectionally measured on the specified plane using SPSS 22.0 software for statistical analysis. Results: The integral morphological characteristics of the IAM were observed. These results revealed that anterior-posterior diameter of the internal acoustic poer(IAP)(CD) was (6.93±1.85)mm, the superior-inferior diameter of the IAP(EF) was (4.40±0.86)mm, the length of the IAM(AB) was (9.30±1.60)mm, the superior-inferior diameter of the IAM(the intersection of inner 1/3 section and middle 1/3 section) was (4.13±0.83)mm, the superior-inferior diameter of the IAM(the intersection of middle 1/3 section and outer 1/3 section) was (4.61±1.02)mm, the anterior-posterior diameter of the IAM(the intersection of inner 1/3 section and middle 1/3 section) was (6.62±1.92)mm, the anterior-posterior diameter of the IAM(the intersection of middle 1/3 section and outer 1/3 section) was (6.28±1.65)mm, the depth of transverse crest (superior wall) was (3.10±0.75)mm, the depth of transverse crest (interior wall)the was (1.46±0.59)mm, the distance from transverse crest vertex A to the superior wall of the IAM was (2.05±0.42)mm, the distance from transverse crest vertex A to the interior wall of the IAM was (2.93±0.41)mm, the thickness of the superior bone wall of the IAM (the intersection of inner 1/3 section and middle 1/3 section) was (4.45±1.34)mm, the thickness of the superior bone wall of the IAM (the intersection of middle 1/3 section and outer 1/3 section) was (4.32±1.12)mm, the thickness of the superior bone wall of the IAM (the intersection of outer 1/3 section and transverse crest vertex) was (4.37±1.28)mm, and the appearance ratio of the cells in the whole IAM superior wall was 32%.The whole IAM assumed the shape of short cylinder, inclining about 1 cm outward, with the upper-lower diameter and anterior-posterior diameter about 5 mm. Conclusion: It is necessary for carrying out preoperative the temporal-bone thin-section CT to obtain the morphological parameters of the IAM, determine its basic morphology, and provide references to avoid damaging the other important structures during IAM surgeries.